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	My journey down the social media road began years
	ago, and many people have praised me for my foresight
	and brilliance. They are very kind, but the
	truth is, what really took me down this road was desperation.
	A few years ago—perhaps you remember—the economy
	took a heck of a dip. On its way down, it punched me in the
	gut. All of a sudden, the things I had done well for my entire
	career, the areas in which I had been a shining executive, no
	longer applied. Like any professional who had a substantial
	amount of experience and success under her belt, I began to
	fight. I did all the things that had always worked in the past—
	but this time, nothing worked. Prospects were not calling
	back. No one was returning e-mails. I couldn’t get a deal done
	to save my life.


	Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube™ have changed the way consumers communicate today and businesses today must be a part of this social phenomenon or risk losing significant marketing opportunities. THE SOCIAL MEDIA BUSINESS EQUATION: USING ONLINE CONNECTIONS TO GROW YOUR BOTTOM LINE clearly demonstrates how you and your organization can use social media to unlock exponential growth and immediate opportunities, no matter what your business size or industry. Author Eve Mayer Orsburn, CEO of one of the largest social media optimization companies in the world, introduces a proven, step-by-step methodology -- The Social Media Equation™ -- in this quick, practical read. Fourteen case studies highlight social media at work in companies large and small, including the Mayo Clinic and General Motors. This book focuses on results-oriented strategies as the author dispels the myths and reveals the true secrets of using social media for amazing business growth.
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Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Innovative Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
System designers are faced with a large set of data which has to be analysed and processed efficiently. Advanced computational intelligence paradigms present tremendous advantages by offering capabilities such as learning, generalisation and robustness. These capabilities help in designing complex systems which are intelligent and robust.
The...
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LNA-ESD Co-Design for Fully Integrated CMOS Wireless Receivers (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2005
LNA-ESD Co-Design for Fully Integrated CMOS Wireless Receivers fits in the quest for complete CMOS integration of wireless receiver front-ends. With a combined discussion of both RF and ESD performance, it tackles one of the final obstacles on the road to CMOS integration. The book is conceived as a design guide for those actively involved in the...
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Medical Imaging in Clinical TrialsSpringer, 2014

	In the last few years the use of medical imaging has increased exponentially in routine clinical practice. This has been reflected in a rapidly increasing use of medical imaging in clinical trials, through all phases. More recently this has culminated in a number of inter-disciplinary meetings with the various stake holders, including the...
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Oxford Handbook of Practical Drug Therapy (Oxford Handbooks)Oxford University Press, 2005

	The overall structure of this handbook is similar to that of the British National Formulary, with monographs arranged broadly by therapeutic category. When a drug has several different uses, these are brought together in a single monograph; this will allow the reader to appreciate in full range of actions, whether therapeutic or adverse. The...
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Bayesian Hierarchical Models: With Applications Using R, Second EditionCRC Press, 2019

	
		An intermediate-level treatment of Bayesian hierarchical models and their applications, this book demonstrates the advantages of a Bayesian approach to data sets involving inferences for collections of related units or variables, and in methods where parameters can be treated as random collections. Through illustrative data analysis...
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Methodological Advancements in Intelligent Information Technologies: Evolutionary TrendsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Methodological Advancements in Intelligent Information Technologies: Evolutionary Trends brings together research from international authors detailing developments in intelligent information technologies and their impact on organizational environments. This esteemed reference publication covers topics on agent-based approaches to...
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